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State and local consumer protection offices mediate complaints, conduct investigations, prosecute offenders of consumer laws, license and regulate a variety of professionals, promote strong consumer protection legislation, provide educational materials and support the consumer interest. To save time, call the office before sending a written complaint. Ask if the firm handles the
type of complaint you have, and if complaint forms are provided. José Antonio Alicia Rivera, Secretary of the Department of Consumer Affairs Miniales Station, P.D. 41059Santurce, Public Relations 00940-1059 787-721-0940 Fax: 787-726-6570 E-mail: Jalicea@Caribe.net Contract A. Fuentes-Agostini, Secretary of the Ministry of Justice P.S. 902192San Juan, Public Relations
00902 787-721-2900 Fax: 787-725-2475 State banking regulators The officials listed below regulate and oversee state-rented banks. Many of them address or address problems and complaints about other types of financial institutions as well. Some also answer general questions about banking and consumer credit. If you are dealing with a federal bank, check the registration of
selected federal agencies. Joseph O'Neill Financial Institutions Commissioner 1492 Ponce de Leon Eunio Suite 600San Juan, Public Relations 00907-4127 787-723-3131 Fax: 787-723-4042 State insurance regulators each state has its own laws and regulations for all types of insurance, including automobile, landlord and health insurance. The officials listed below enforce these
laws. Many of these offices can provide you with information to help you make informed insurance decisions. Juan Antonio Garcia Commissioner of Insurance Fernandez Juncos Station 1607 Ponce de Leon BoulevardSanturce, Public Relations 00910 787-722-8686 Fax: 787-722-4402 Sources include the Consumer Resource Guide, USA. General Services Administration. We
welcome updates and fixes. Please contact your site administrator. Credit: Bobby Fischer Credit Advertisement: Bobby Fischer Credit: Bobby Fischer Credit Advertisement: Bill Ross/ Corbis Credit: Courtesy of La Concha Credit: Bobby Fischer Credit Advertisement: Bobby Fischer Copyright © 2020 American Cancer Society, Inc. All rights reserved to the American Cancer Society
is a certified tax-exempt organization 501(c)(3). | Terms of Use There are many options to swing in Puerto Rico. Many flights connect various airports around the island, including Culebra and Vieques. There is a ferry service from San Juan to various destinations nearby, and from Fachardo in Huacas and Clavera. You'll also add the train, bus, taxis and publicity, and they'll have
no problem getting to your destination or simply going out and explore what Puerto Rico has to offer. From the airport, look out for the Taxi Turístico ceremony, which bears the scrap symbol (sentry box) as their symbol. You can also find them at dedicated taxi stalls at various points in San Juan (including plaza de Armas and a few steps from Plaza Colón). Be expensive, with
fares from Condado Airport, Old San Juan, Isla Verde from $15. Público is a private shuttle service that transports people all over the island. This is a great option if you have time on your hands (a cross-island trip can easily run a few long hours with multiple stops), want to see small, local towns along the way, and enjoy wingle with blue-collar locals. Puerto Rico's public buses
are known as guaguas. Tourists in San Juan will be most interested in two lines: the A5, which travels from old San Juan to Isla Verde, and the B21, which runs between old San Juan, Condado, and the Plaza Las Améríras Shopping Mall in Hutu Rei. The Ministry of Transport also operates an efficient Metrobus, which has the most extensive network in the city. Their website has
an interactive map to help you plan your way around San Juan. Puerto Rico also has a green initiative under way to make their buses more environmentally friendly... Always a point of advantage. As you expect, almost every car rental company has a presence in Puerto Rico, along with a number of local companies. A partial list includes: AvisBudgetCharlie Car Rental (the largest
local agency on the island)HertzNational Car RentalThrifty in Vieques: In Coulbra: Train travel between cities does not exist, but you can reach around metropolitan San Juan via Tren Urbano (city rail), which is mainly a moving train connecting residential and commercial points in the capital. As such, the Hotel Tern Urbano does not reach old San Juan. Puerto Rico has a decent
and very cheap ferry service. From old San Juan you can catch a ferry to Cataanio (which is the cheapest way to get to Bacardi Distillery) or To Rey (the banking district and site of Plaza Las Améríras). Most locals who want to get to Yuckas and Clavera take the ferry from Jardo. It lasts about two hours and you'll have a safe name. However, it's packed on long weekends and
popular holidays, and the service can be unsurring. You can also take a car on the ferry, but the ferry service to the cars is much more Heather and less reliable. The fastest and most efficient way to travel around the island of Au Boisque and Coulbra is by small plane. Several charter services and local airlines operate from San Juan's Luis Munoz Marin International Airport in Isla
Verde or from isla Grande's smaller domestic airport in Miramar. Among the airlines you'll find here: Air FlamencoVieques Air LinkCape Air Thank you for letting us know! Tripsavvy uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using Tripsavvy, you accept our use of cookies. 01 of the 18 El Yunque National Forest is located in northeastern Puerto Rico, a few miles
southwest of Luquillo. Yonco means an anvil, and the rainforest is so named after the flat peak in the center, which resembles the anvil of ancient gods, according to local legend. As for what makes it a spectacular natural treasure, the rainforest is home to 150 Fern species and 240 unique tree species. It doesn't have large animals, but the musical, colorful frog of the poo tree, the
rare Puerto Puerto Vet parrot, and the Nancy anniol are among the creatures that call it home. When you find yourself beneath the disgrace of its leaves, listening to birdsong and running water, you'll understand why it ranks as Puerto Rico's premier natural attraction. 02 of 18 Wan Ru Chen/Moment/Getty Images Biobay is named after its phosphor, which is caused by a
concentration of tiny creatures called dinoflagellates that give light every time they are agitated. When the concentration is strong enough, the effect is a magical neon glow and Shay takes your breath away. There are only five sewers in the world, and three of them are in Puerto Rico – including Vieques Biobay. Known as Bahía Bioluminiscente Puerto Mosquito (Bioluminescent
Bay in Port Mosquito), Vieques Biobay is located on the south-central coast of the Puerto Rican island of Vieques between Esperanza and Puerto Diablo. Enter the sewers by boat or kayak and admire the dating when they come into contact with your oar, hand and boat. 03 of the 18 Stephanie Maze/Getty Images Known in Puerto Rico as Nacional de las Caberena del Rio
Camus Park, Camuy River Cave National Park is home to one of the world's largest cave systems, formed by the third largest underground river on earth. Take a guided tour of the beautifully lit and sculpted caves to learn about the river routes that formed the limestone cave system. Alternatively, if you're feeling a little more adventurous, try sinking (fold) yourself to dive deeper
into the caves than guided tours allow. Note: Due to damage from Hurricane Maria in 2017, parts of the caves are being refurbished and inaccessible to guests. 04 of 18 Stephen Fink/Getty Images Puerto Rico is a much-loved diving destination, and its most famous diving spot is The Wall. Off Puerto Rico's southwest coast near La Fargaroara, the Fargaroara Wall runs for 22
miles and features stunning chumps and visibility from 60 to 50 feet below the surface. The diversity and amount of marine life found here is staggering and includes octopuses, sharks, antlers and a huge variety of fish, and Vela Pagoara is also home to a rare forest of black coral. Underwater, it's the most amazing natural resource in Puerto Rico. Proceed to 5 of 18 below. 05 out
of 18 Oliver Gerhard/Getty Images Less famous than El Yongo, the dry forest of Guanaica is nonetheless a natural treasure in its own right. One of the best-preserved subtropical dry forests in the Caribbean, Guanaica is home to the Um Biosphere Reserve. Within 1,000 hectares of arid land are more than 600 rare types of flora and fauna, as well as 48 endangered species, 16 of
which are unique to Puerto Rico. Travellers visiting Gwenica find an entirely different experience from El Yonxo, but one that is also quite special. Guánica, called Bosque Estatal de Guánica and maintained by the Departmento de Recursos Naturales, offers 0.6 miles of hiking trails and stunning views of the bay ruins and light from a 16th-century fortress, Fort Caprón. 06 of 18 Ray
Pfortner/Getty Images The koki is a tiny frog endemic to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands that serve as the island's unofficial mascot. You'll find her picture everywhere, and you'll hear her song every time you get close to nature. The frog also produces a remarkably clear, tall conversation that sounds like Cookie, where she gets her name. Fortunately, no matter where you go on
the islands - but especially in the forests - you're sure to find these little creatures bouncing around the ground. 07 out of 18 If you're a fan of extreme sports and risk-taking, Puerto Rico is a different island than any other island for exciting activities high above ground. From ziplines and helicopters to surfing and skydiving, there's no shortage of high-end adventures in Puerto Rico.
Zipline: Get a bird's eye view of the island's lush nature at Toro Verde Nature Adventure Park, which offers one of the longest ziplines in the world. Alternatively, stop at the Rainforest Zipline Park in the Rio Grande area for a shorter but still awe-inspiring ride. Helicopter tours: Take a city, mountain, or coastal tour of the island from San Juan in the comfort of a passenger helicopter
with vertical solutions or Puerto Rico littors.Paragliding: Take to the skies while pulled behind a boat at any number of paragliding companies around the island. In Fajardo, visit AJ Adventures; In Rincón, visit Parasail Flying Fish; And in San Juan, look for Watersports4U right on Isla Verde Beach.Skydiving: There's nothing like seeing Puerto Rico as you quickly approach it from
above. Try skydiving from Arecibo with Xtreme divers or various locations around the island with Puerto Rican skydiving. Hang Gliding: Take off from one of the many mountains in Puerto Rico and slide into the valley below in one of these surf surf. Team Spirit offers comprehensive surfing trips in Canovanas, near Punta Santiago. 08 of 18 Diane Macdonald/Getty Images Built to
protect the ancient city of San Juan from ground attacks in 1783, Port San Cristobal is the largest Spanish fortifications in the New World. This 7-hectare fortress also includes Castillo San Felipe del Morro, San Juan Gate and Fort San Juan de la Cruz. While there, explore the history of San Juan's first mayor at the Dona Fella Museum, hike the Paseo del Morro leisure trail, or
admire La Puerta de San Juan, built in 1635 as the city's main cities. Proceed to 9 of 18 below. 09 of 18 Dave G. Houser/Getty Images located about 20 miles east of Puerto Rico on Culvera Island, Flamenco Beach is only accessible by charter flight or ferry from the mainland. However, it is isolated It's perfect for families, snorkelling, and travelers who just want to get away from
the crowds during their vacations. Flamenco Beach is available for free, as well as the bathrooms and shows that can be found on site. There are also several kiosks along the white sand beach, which sell cheap refreshments and rent parasols and chairs. If you find flamenco beach too crowded, try other popular beaches in Coulbra, including Zunnie, Carlos Rosario, Sale's Point
and Rasaka Beach, as well as Playas Mellons, Tamarindo and Tortoga. 10 of 18 HoogzPhoto/Getty Images Over the years since he stopped serving as a bomb range for the U.S. Navy, Vieques has become the home of a rally of more than 2,000 wild horses. Although these creatures began as domestic horses during World War II, they were released by their owners after military
training was halted and became more natural with each new generation. No matter where you go to Wake Island, you're likely to see a great way of these beautiful horses —likely belonging to the Paso Pinot breed—roaming fields and forests. 11 of 18 Bryan Mullennix/Getty Images Located on the southern coast of Puerto Rico, Ponce is the island's second largest city, home to a
rich and diverse culture. Popular city attractions include the Ponce Art Museum and parque de Bombas 1882 and Paseo Tablado la Guancha, the historic seaside promenade with a wide range of restaurants and bars. Each year, the city's event calendar is dominated by the Ponce Carnival, which competes with Mardi Gras in New Orleans or Carnival across the Caribbean. The
celebration usually takes place in February, but always occurs in the days leading up to Fire Wednesday and the start of fasting. 12 of the 18 Melvin Longhurst/Corbis NX/Getty Images also known as Isla de los Munos (Monkey Island), Cayo Santiago is a small island less than a mile off the east coast of Punta Santiago in Humacao, Puerto Rico. To visit the Monkey Sanctuary,
which is managed by the University of Puerto Rico's Caribbean Research Center, you will need to request at least four weeks in advance and prepare a special medical certificate form before arrival. Day trips to Caio Santiago are available from Punta Santiago, and two-bedroom caravans are offered to interns and volunteers at the research center. Proceed to 13 of the 18 below.
T3 out of 18 in San Juan, Puerto Rico's capital and largest city, is both its cultural center and nightlife/entertainment center. From the historic passersby and streets of old San Juan to the bustling modern bars and restaurants around the city, there's plenty to see and do in San Juan at any time of the year. For a great evening in town, dine at Foralza Street's Restaurant Row and
take a sunset stroll along Paseo La Princesa, a wide promenade that drives from the city-based docks to the Riyks Fountain; Then head outside along trendy lounges and cool bars around town Of drinks and dancing. 14 of 18 Juergen Richter / LOOK-foto / Getty Images Accessible via a short, clear jungle trail about 15 minutes from Guevata, Charco Azul is a deep, blue swimming
hole located in the middle of the Karrit Forest. On weekends you'll find popular swimming spots, but the pool is relatively quiet during the week. To get to El Cerclo Azul, take Route 184 south from Gupta about 15 minutes until you reach the Cerclo Azul recreation area, which should be well marked. While you are on the marked path to the pool, you will find a wide range of
camping and picnic areas throughout the recreation area. While free to use, the small lake is only open for swimming on Tuesdays to Sundays from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 15 of 18 Nemesio Alvarez Leon/Getty Images said to contain the largest number of cave paintings in the area, La Cueva del Indio is a nature reserve run by the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and Environmental
Resources. Located in Las Piedras, this prehistoric rock art site is a great place to see the early history of humanity on the island. The cave paintings date from 1200 to 1500 to about 16 of 18 Alfredo Maiquez/ Getty Images located in Puerto Rico's Arcivo Municipality in the middle of the forest, the Observatorio de Arecibo is the largest radio telescope in the world. Operated by the
University of Central Florida, Young Enterprises and UMET, as well as the U.S. National Science Foundation, this massive telescope also features a visitor center where guests can learn about the telescope's history, see how astronomers work and see live images the telescope takes in deep space. Proceed to 17 of the 18 below. Seventeene of the 18 Puerto Rican cuisine
Atlantide Phototravel/Getty Images offers a unique mix of ingredients, cultures and serving styles - the Native Americans of Taino, spanish conquistadors and African slaves brought to Puerto Rico all influence the modern dishes you'll find around the island. If you're in Puerto Rico, don't miss out on mopongo, a delicious dish made with fruit, spices and a variety of fillings, which
you can usually find in roadside cabins and most local restaurants. Other popular dishes you can remember include Lechon Asado, Packed Con Gandolas, Espopo de Polo, and Alcourias, Puerto Rican stuffed latkes, for dessert. 18 of 18 Juan Carlos Munoz/Getty Images No matter when you visit the island, you're almost certain to find a party, festival or big holiday celebration
taking place in at least one of Puerto Rico's cities. From El Dia de los Tres Reyes of Goose (Three Kings Day) on January 6 to close the Christmas season for the Sabora Food Festival in April, there is no shortage of major events taking place annually in Puerto Rico. Rico.
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